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Abstract 

realized that it would 
approach to the problem of providing the necessary equip- 
ment. Modules orovidine eeneric functions such as amnhti- 
cation, integration, samire and hold, etc., were designed 
and packaged so as to provide maxrmum flexibility in the 
implementation of typical instrumentation tasks. This 
paper describes these modules and includes some specific 
examples of how they have been combined to perform 
certain functions. Several unique features of the pack- 
aging will be described. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The AGS Booster and its associated injection and 
extraction lines required? for the 
control of the beam, a srzable co Ip 

roper momtorm and 
ectron of beam f etec- 

tors to give accurate measurements of beam position, beam 
profile, beam intensity and beam loss during every 
of the. acceleration cycle and for every spectes o P 

hase 
par- 

rotons, polarized protons and heavy ions up 

Beam Instrumentation electronics is frequently 
designed to be detector specific. This is very pfien 
unavoidable given the requirements of sensitivity, trmrng 
and bandwidth imposed by special detection reqmrements 
and techniques.[ 1) However, while it is often the case that 
instrumentation must be tailored specifically to the special 
re 

9 
uirements found in accelerator environments, it is as 

we 1 advantageous if it can be designed from a functionally 
modular point of view. The clear advantage of this is that 
a small group of identical building blocks can provrde a 
wide variety of analog signal processing functions. 

In order to provide the necessary support elec- 
tronics for the Booster within rather severe constraints of 
time, money and manpower,. several thin 
First as many common functions as posse *% 

s were done. 
le were iden- 

tified. Next, an appropriate packagin scheme was sought. 
Third, every attempt was made to exp art what was already 7. 
part of our beam instrumentation design repertoire to 
reduce development time. Fourth, commercral vendors 
were sought at every stage, from the manufacture of small 
pieces to the construction of whole units. 

II. PACKAGING 

Except for one smaller project, almost ail modular 
instrumentation electronics that was built by the acceler- 
ator instrumentation groups at BNL had been packaged in 
NIM[2] modules. NIM is an old established standard, the 
most vexing problem with the NIM packaging is the low 

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. 
Department of Energy. 

density of pins in the standard rear connector and the 
necessity of coping with this b going to front panel 
connectors. Even with moderate y dense input or output r 
signal requirements front panel connections can cause an 
unwieldy mess. An alternative was needed. 

It was decided to change to Eurocard packa 
Since Eurocard is a mechanical standard for whit I? 

‘ng.[3] 
hard- 

ware is becoming readily available, and since this standard 
has high densit mass terminated rear connector options, 
it seemed to o fer many advanta es that were needed.[4] r 
Two standard modules, both 6 

8 J 
high b 220 mm deep, 

7HP and 14HP wide have been adopte . This provides 
nearly the same ph sical board real estate and internal 
volume as the sing e and double width NIM modules. T 

One problem was finding a shielded enclosure for 
the modules similar to what NIM provides. In accelerator 
environments some electrical shielding is considered es- 
sential. No available options for enclosed Eurocard mod- 
ules were complete1 suitable. A compromise was to use 
rails, side covers an J front panel hardware from one man- 
ufacturer and to design our own back panels to fit these. 

One important packagin issue is the crate desi 
in this modular environment. F or the particular modu e $” 
chosen man commercial choices for crates, or subracks as 
they are ca led, exist. These subracks usually include a r 
selection of backplane construction techniques from sim ly 
mounting connectors on a rear frame to the use o P a 
printed circuit backplane. To handle the interconnec- 
tions, an aluminum enclosure (called a doghouse) was 
designed to fit over the rear of the crates. This metal 
enclosure provides additional shielding and a mounting 
point for connectors from external devices. It also 
serves as a rotective enclosure for wires from these con- 
nectors to t K e module connectors. 

III. THE MODULES 

The modules developed for use in the Booster com- 
plex are described below in summary form. The descrip- 
tions are intended to 
the modules described i 

oint to their generic uses. All of 
ere are packaged in 7HP b 

K 
6U by 

22Omm deep shielded Eurocard cassettes unless ot erwise 
noted in the text. 

Baseline Restorer 
This module contains three channels, each is used 

to restore the proper baseline level to pulses that origi- 
nate from ca acitively or inductively coupled pickups or 
are AC coup ed at some point in the front end of the sys- P 
tern. It can also eliminate the effect of low frequency 
pickup on hi 
usec wide an i 

h speed pulses. A TTL input, at least 25 
at a rate commensurate with the expected 

baseline variations must be provided to sample the base- 
line at the appro 

if 

riate time. The output then is the base- 
line at the sam e time subtracted from the input. Band- 
width of each c annel for inputs of a few volts is 1.5 MHz. 

Beam Transformer Amplifier 
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This module 
rent to voltage trans P 

rovides one channel with three cur- 
er ratios, lOrnA/V with a 70 nsec rise 

time and lOOuA/V or 1OuAJV with a 1 usec rise time. It 
has a differential front end that is tuned to cancel common 
mode noise. A current boosted output stage provides 
cable drive capability. Selection of the gain can be done 
locally on the front panel and remotely on two rear 
connector pins. 

Beam Current Integrator 
This is a fast integrator that 

voltage proportional to the input c 
narrow as 50 nsec occurring in a time win 
Char e in’ection and offset voltage adjustments are pro- 
vrde B d an a peak hold circuit followmg the inte rator 
stage allows the resultant integral to be retained ‘i or 10 
msec with an accur 
vides a range of 1 d 

cy of withm 0.1%. The circuit pro- 

external control. 
m four gain ranges selected under 

Device Actuator 
This module is a 14HP wide, two channel unit that 

is intended to provide drive to a detector positioner. Each 
channel accepts TTL commands and provides for 2 TI’L 
status bits derived from limit switches. Thus the unit can 
be used to command the device to insert or retract and can 

F 
rovide bits to tell if the command succeeded. All of the 

mes into or out to the device are optically isolated. Each 
channel can drive up to 24 VDC at 0.5 A. The unit may, in 
local mode, be used to drive the device from front panel 
switches. LED status indicators on the front panel show 
the status of the device and can indicate an “in 
“hung” device. A bit is also provided to m mate to a 3 

recess” or 

remote computer if the module IS in the local mode. 

Digital Input/Output 
The digital I/O module contains eight optically 

isolated, differential input and eight optically isolated 
output channels. Each input channel contains a ‘ITL line 
receiver and each output a TTL line driver. High speed 
optical isolators separate the cable from the ‘ITL receive 
and drive sections. In its standard application the 
module is used to transmit digital signals at one MHz over 
distances of 250 meters! and receive a corresponding 
“loopback” signal with hrgh fidelity. However, the unit 
has also seen use as a sixteen channel, general purpose 
isolator. 

Farada 
4. 

Cup Amplifier 
hrs module contains a single current to voltage 

amplifier channel which has four ranges selected from 
either the front panel (local mode) or by TTL inputs at the 
rear connector. Transfer ratios can be 1 or 10 nA/V 
(internal ‘umper selected) and 100 nA/volt with a 350 Hz 
bandwidt h and 1 or 10 uA/V (again ‘umper selected) and 
100 u.A/volt with a 300 kHz bandwi d th. 

Faraday Cup Bias Supply 
This high voltage bias su 

using a DC to DC converter wrt -R 
ply generates -600 VDC 
a maximum output cur- 

rent of 3 mA. A comparator circuit monitors the output 
voltage and sets a brt (TI’L level) at one of the rear 
connector pins if the output voltage varies from a window 
of -570V to -630V. 

8Channel Analog Receiver 
This module has 8 individual, differential in ut 

receivers for signals transmitted from remote sources. i! he 
front end provrdes a resistor for cable termination and is 
tuned to cancel broadband common mode noise. A gain 

of two is rovided to corn ensate for the attenuation due 
to the cab e termination. P f he gain is variable by rf: 10% to 
make up for cable losses. A final, back terminated, driving 
stage provides output cable drive capability. 

8-Channel Individual Sample/Hold 
The fast Sample and Hold module is an eight chan- 

ncl unit with a 1 psec acquisition time to .l% and hold 
times of 
sample o P 

reater than 500 psec. The circuit captures a 
the input with a fast acquisition sample/hold, 

and transfers it to a second sample/hold which has very 
low droo A TTL input pulse of at least 1 usec is 
required or sampling. Optional fast outputs from the first P. 
sample/hold appear on the upper (Pl) Eurocard 
connector. 

S-Channel Integrator 
This module contains 8 independent charge inte- 

grators gated and reset by common TTL in 
E 

uts. 
channelswill provide a voltage proportional to t 

Any 
e integral 

of the mput current present during the gate interval. 
Outside the gate interval the resultmg level is held to 
within a few percent for up to one second. Sensitivity is 
$fhted in two ranges and yay be set from a maximum of 

Volts/Coulomb to 10 Volts/Coulomb. Input cur- 
rents ma go as high as 3 uA. Output dynamic range is 
* 10 vo ts. Drift is less than 1OpA e uivalent input r 
current. Output offset is less than 1 mvo t. 4 Gating trme 
must be greater than 10 flsec. Response time to input sig- 
nals is 1 psec. This module is now available commercially. 

Low Level Multiplexer 
This module contains one 32 pole double pole elec- 

tronic switch that can be used to select either of two 
groups of 32 inputs. It is intended to be used to route 
signal arrays from multiple wire, low level analog devices 
to pream 
Group P 

lifiers or other signal processing electronics. 
se ection is accomplished either by front panel con- 

trol or ‘ITL level at the rear connector. 
This unit features less than lOOpa of leakage at 

any input, an input signal range of 2 10 volts, 2 2 mA, and 
50 db of crosstalk and channel off isolation over a 1 Mhz 
bandwidth. The series resistance of any pole in the on 
state is less than 100 ohms. 

Personality Module 
This module can provide timing to the g-Channel 

Integrator and the 64-Channel Analog Multiplexer. When 
operated remotely it converts the computer timm 
to a form compatr *b le with the Integrator and M LLF 

signals 

In local mode, it provides adjustable timin 
trplexer. 

k 
from its 

built in clock. Locally, it can select a sing e channel 
of the Multi lexer instead of scannin . 

P k 
It is also 

designed for uture expansion of the Mu tiplexer to as 
many as 256 channels. 

16-Channel Comparator 
This module 

P 
rovides 16 independent channels of 

adjustable thresh0 d, analog voltage comparison for 
signals of 2 10 Volts at frequencies up to 100 kHz. In ut 
impedance is 10 kohm. The threshold of each channe P- 1s 
set by internal potentiometers and is accurate to -C 20 mV 
with a hysteresrs of 75 mV. The outputs are open collector 
TI’L compatible. Each channel has an LED indicator on 
the front panel which is on when the trip point has been 
exceeded, and a test jack that can be used to measure the 
trip point setting. 

16-Channel Sample and Hold 
The sixteen channel sample/hold is a general 
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pur 
9 

ose sampler. It has an a uisition time of 20 psec to 
.l 0 and a droop rate of 20 m Y /sec. There are two blocks 
of eight channels, which allows some segmentation of 
input channels. Each block of channels requires its own 
sample signal, which can be either low or high true. 

64-Channel Multi lexer 
This modu e P consists of two 32 to 1 analog multi- 

plexers. Each multiplexer has an out ut current buffer 
with cable drivin 

f 
capability. Ban width is 70 kHz. 8. 

Inverted outputs rom either channel is an option. In 
addition the outputs of the two groups may be Jumpered 
to 
se ection is accomplished by TTL inputs that contain the f: 

ether to make a full 64-channel multiplexer. Channel 

binary channel number. Scanning is accom 
bining this module with a Personality modu P 

lished by com- 
e. 

3ZChannel Am 
This mo ule is a 32-channel general purpose B 

lifier 

f 
re- 

amplifier and signal buffer for low level currents. wo 
user determined gain ranges are allowed and are selected 
by changing the mput resistance with TTL inputs on the 
rear connector or, m local mode, by a front panel switch. 
Circuit board pads are provided for the installation of 
feedback capacttors and output DC blocking capacitors or 
series resistors. The arrangement of the inputs and out- 
puts allows the use of mass termination connectors in the 
Eurocard rack. 

IV. A SAMPLE SYSTEM 

A example of how the above module set might be 
used to assemble a system to perform an integrated task is 
typified by the HARP Crate shown in Fig. 1. This system 
is used to integrate the charge from a multiwire beam 
profile monitor and to produce a single output containing 
a time multiplexed version of the output of each integrator. 
Thus one can see on an oscilloscope an image of the beam 
profile. 

Figure 1 The HARP Crate 

appropriately wired for power. These may be used for 
other modules as desired. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

All in all the instrumentation effort has resulted in 
the construction of ap 
crates located in 20 rat “k 

roximately 300 modules for 42 
s around the Booster Complex. 

This large a construction project is beyond the normal 
manpower resources of the Beam Instrumentation group. 
To handle this, much of the work had to be done piece- 
meal through outside vendors. One of the most important 
aspects of this effort has been the struggle to mvolve 
commercial vendors in the design and construction of 
these modules and systems. Attempts to identify common 
building blocks is a key to the success of this. 

It is hoped that future pro’ects will see much more 
industry involvement, from the esign sta 

d E 
e through the 

K 
reduction testing. Reports such as t is are Just a 
eginning attempt to disseminate information that might 

begin to attract some commercial interest. Beam instrumen- 
tation people from all the DOE laboratories have, at regu- 
lar meetings, been discussing the prospects for establish- 
ing some commonalty in instrumentation on an intralabora- 
tory scale.5 In Addition, the new emphasis in USDOE on 
Technology Transfer is openin up some new ossibilities 
for cooperation between DOE aboratories an f 3 Industry. 
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The HARP Crate is one of the more numerous that 
have been built at BNL. It contains ei 

P 
t, 8 Channel 

Integrator modules, one 64 channel Multip exer module and 
one Personalit module. Two 7HP slots are left open at 
the end of t l! e crate with connectors installed and 
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